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Earth Team and LEAF Members Speak at Local
Elementary Schools: "The Future, It's In Your Hands"
BY REUBEN SKYE ROSE,
Guest YMter
re first step to
creating
a
sustainable future is
educating the youth of today so
they can be equipped with the
necessary abilities to face the
problems that lie ahead.
With this in mind, Earth
Team volunteers and LEAF
(Longwood Environmental
Awareness Foundation) members,
under the guidance of the Piedmont
Soil and Water Conservation
District, are currently involved in
the "It's in Your Hands" project,
which is traveling through local
schools teaching children the
importance of agriculture and
conservation.
The Earth Team is primarily
composed of Longwood students
who want to contribute to the local
community while attending
college. Most of the Earth Team
volunteers are also members of
LEAF, a campus organization that
promotes
environmental
awareness. "It's In Your Hands"
made its debut on January 30,1997
at Fuqua Lower School where
volunteers Natalie Berberich, Keli
Miller, Jennifer Slaughter, Mary
Jane Parker, Carrie Armstrong,
Emily Tenerowicz, Crystal
McVay, Leslie Klepec, Christianne
Pangalos, and Reuben Skye Rose
went into multi-age 2nd/3rd grade
classrooms and presented each
class with a series of games, which
taught the role that agriculture plays

I

in all our lives.
Children were jumping out
of their seats to answerthe questions

out of pork."
There is no doubt that both
Fuqua students and the volunteers

To finalize the event, Fuqua
students wrote "thank you" cards
to local farmers showing their

Conservation Service will display
some of the postcards in their
headquarters in Washington, D.C.
"It's In Your Hands"
from the recently passed
19% Farm Bill. This Bill
mmt
returns
to individual farmers
fgfegl
t_
the responsibility for making
certain agricultural decisions
and encourages the
implementation
of
conservation practices on
I'
fl
their farms.
In an attempt to guide
farmers in the right direction,
the USDA has launched a
number of conservation
provisions. A few of these
provisions include the
Environmental Quality
Incentives
Programs,
Wildlife Habitat Incentives
W jtt
Program, and Emergency
Watershed
Protection
Programs.
The "It's In Your
vBK^B.
4^K^M
Hands" project bestows our
community'sappreciation of
its farmers and hopes to lead
the farmers and community
Ms. Grant's and Ms. Allen's classes express their thought on agriculture to Earth Team volunteers Jennifer
toward a respectable goal of
Slaughter, Natalie Berberich, and Keli Miller who dressed as farmers for the occasion.
ideal stewardship.
that the volunteers posed.
experience.
produce materials for consumpThe Piedmont Soil and
When asked what she
"There was a community tion. Some of these cards will be Water Conservation District is
learned from "It's In Your Hands," connection between the volunteers arriving in the mailboxes of local currently organizing additional
eight-year-old, Christy Barton and the students that took place farmers, while others will be presentations at other local
replied, "I did not know all the stuff that day. I just cannot put it into displayed throughout the local schools and hopes to give the
that farmers made—like paper, and words. I, too, just learned that corn community, and the United States youth the knowledge needed to
stuff."
is used to produce plastic," said Department of Agriculutre face the future. For, it is in our
Another Fuqua Lower Earth Team Volunteer and LEAF (USDA). The Natural Resources hands to teach future leaders to
School student, Ashley Brown said, member, Mary Jane Parker.
Conservation Service will display confront the problems which we
"I did not know a football is made
To finalize the event, Fuqua some of the postcards in their
see Earth Team, page 5
out of pork."
students wrote "thank you" cards
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Student and Staff Letters to the Editor
Dear Rotunda,
Here is proof that our Longwood students DO have an opinion about something! PRINCEPS
selected our "Couch Potatoes" last week and said they did a great job.
Jack Williams, Director of Athletics

Dear Rotunda,
We at U.A. would like to thank you for your article on
"Heterophobia". We are concerned, though, about the absence of
mentioning the sponser of the program-Unity Alliance. We are an
organization on campus that provides awareness about sexual minority
students, but that includes everyone on Longwood's campus. One way
that we do this is through our programs such as "Heterophobia". We
also have one titled "Fearsome Foursome" that has been used during
RA training and as a hall program in several dorms. Once again, we
appreciate your article on "Heterophobia" and hope to see more
coverage of U.A. sponsored events in the future.
Sincerely,
U.A.

Will Longwood College
Become a Dry Campus?
by jARRETT HAAS
Features and Entertainment Editor

XJThy

Princeps selected this weeks Domino's Pizza "Couch Potatoes", shown here holding signs during a
recent home basketball game. Seated from left are Krissy Anderson, Howard Kohl, and Drew Walker.
The Rotunda, a student newspaper at Longwood College, is published weekly during the school year
(except holidays and exam periods) and is printed in the offices of The Farmville Herald, Farmville, Virginia.
All stories, advertisements, and pictures must be submitted by noon Thursday in order to run in
Monday's paper. The Rotunda will not accept any late stories.
If you wish to have a story covered, please contact the office and allow a week for most assignments
to be given to a staff writer. In case of extenuating circumstances, accommodations may be made. The offices
of The Rotunda are located in the Lankford Student Union, Room 142. The office phone number is 395-2120.
Office hours are as posted at the office.
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and are to be mailed to Box 2901 and should be addressed as such.
They must be typed and received by noon Friday in order to be published in the Monday edition. All letters
are subject to editing, and signatures are required. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear on
the letter, may request in writing to withhold the name at press. Letters may be printed at any time and some
will be responded to by the Editor.
The Rotunda does not discriminate based on religion, sex, ethnic background or handicap. All inquiries
should be directed to Michael P.H. Young, Editor-in-Chief.

The Rotunda Newspaper Executive Staff
Michael P.H. Young - Editor-In-Chief/Sports Editor/Co-Business Manager
Deitra N. Nance - Assistant Editor/News and Editorials Editor
Melanie Barker - Chief Copy Editor
Jarrett Haas - Entertainment and Features Editor
George C. Lanum III - Layout Manager
Mike Huey - Layout and Page Design
Beth Crispens - General Manager
Jeremy Glesner - Advertising Manager
Heather Whitacre - Photography Manager
Jeff Dingeldein - Advisor

Staff Writers
Shelly Perutelli
Jeromy French
Sylvia Odell
Wendy Kirkpatrick
Gini Rideout
Ellen Houseknecht

Saryna Somerville
Whitney McDaniel

is

1/1/ Longwood so
f V
hard
on
Alcohol in the residence halls?
Recently there has been
talk about making the
Longwood Campus a dry
campus. I have to pose the
questions: Is this the right thing
to do? Where would a decision
take our students? Probably off
campus to drink, where they can
run into a number of problems
including nasty things like
drunk in public charges, hit-andruns, and rape. True, these
problems already exist and we
are powerless to stop them, but
would a dry campus enhance
these problems?
Do not get me wrong, I'm
not a huge supporter of getting
drunk and doing stupid things, I
do not even live on campus any
longer. I just can not see this

policy doing more good than
harm. As a resident advisor for
a year and a half, I received
hands-on experience dealing
with under-age students abusing
alchohol. Many students would
go off campus to drink, because
of strict regulations that I had to
enforce. Why not create
residence halls that are dry for
those students who would
choose to live in that
environment.
Forcing
Freshmen to live in a dry dorm
or on dry halls, is really just
forcing freshmen to drink
elsewhere.
Students are going to
drink, whether it's at a fraternity
party, in their room, or hiding in
a car they drove out to the county
and end up wrecking because
they were driving home drunk.
I
certainly
hope
our
administration thouroughly
contemplates the situation and
any consequences that might
arise.

A Correction From the Last Issue
The Speaking Out column by Saryna Somerville in the February 10 edition of the Rotunda should have read:
The noise that people make when they chew ice and when someone repeats a line in a movie twice like, "It's all over, It's all
over."
—Katrina Moulton, senior
When anyone, guy or girl, has dirty fingernails.
—Michelle Ventura, junior

FEBRUARY 10, 1997
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NEWS
New SGA President, Penn Bain,
Hate Free Zone Signs
Discusses Goals for Upcoming Semester Cause Controversy
by MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor

SGA opened Tuesday
February 11 with President
Penn Bain's concerns about
dealing with the goals the
SGA hopes to accomplish this
semester. Bain stated that he
hoped SGA members would
maintain their connections to
the student body and listen to
the students' concerns.
Several issues concerning
students' needs were also

brought up by Senator Denise
James. James announced the
need for a campus telephone in
the library's STOA. James also
mentioned the possibility of a
sidewalk running from ARC to
Lankford.
Senator Jimmy Bell and his
committee reviewed constitutions for TREK, Lancer Edition
Show Choir, Longwood
College Camerata Singers, and
Longwood College Physics and
Engineering Club, which were
approved by the SGA.

Article Brings Change
to Library Complaints
by DENISE JAMES
Chair, Student Rights Committet

/n an article published
toward the end of
last semester entitled,
"Reported Rudeness to be
Corrected," Melanie Barker
wrote about students' concerns about rude and unhelpful actions by the library staff.
As the student rights chair for
the SGA, I took these concerns to the library director.
Dr. Calvin Boyer. I am
extremely pleased to acknowledge the wonderful response
of Dr. Boyer and his staff to
alleviate these problems.
Upon the printing of the article. Dr. Boyer had several
meetings with his staff to discuss problems and strategies
to alleviate any concerns. I do
not exaggerate when I say that
I have never seen another
group on campus take student
concerns so seriously.
I also had numerous meetings with Dr. Boyer and came
to realize that the problems
did not only lie within the
library staffs' actions, but the
actions of students as well.
We as students need to realize

that the librarians and staff are
there to educate us on how to
utilize the resources of the
library for our research. They
are not there to use the
resources for us. Everyone is
entitled to friendly, courteous
treatment, and that includes
librarians. If a student has a
concern about a library policy,
rather than argue about it with a
librarian who has no control
over the policy, write a letter or
go see the library director.
Since the students' concerns
were brought to the library's
attention, there has been a significant change in the attitudes
and actions toward the students.
Students need to reciprocate in
kind. If a student has a complaint about library service,
write down the librarian or staff
member's name, and describe
the incident in detail. Submit
this to either Dr. Calvin Boyer
by leaving it at the front desk,
or send it to the SGA (Box
2911). As your students' rights
representative, I will see that it
is brought to the library's attention and will respond back to
you. Thanks again to the library
staff for your consideration and
response to student concerns.

Tracy Spenovics, president
of the Phi Alpha Theta History
Society, approached the SGA
for $900 to fund a trip to
Gettysburg. The trip, which is
scheduled for March 21 and
22, is open to all students.
Charmaine Day from the
NAACP asked that $2,350.00
be reallocated to pay for future
speakers. The SGA moved to
reallocate the requested funds.
The next SGA meeting will
meet Tuesday 18 at 12:45 in
the ABC rooms.

Mark Eddie
Performs at the
Coffeehouse
by GEORGE CLANUM IE
Layout Manager

Mark Eddie, comedian/
musician, performed at
the Coffeehouse in the Lancer
Cafe Wednesday February 12.
Hailing from a musical

by SHELLY PERUTELLI
Rotunda Staff Writer
~T 'W"ate free signs can be
§ m seen from around
JL JL campus from several
resident assistants rooms to
offices in Lankford.
The signs have a black
background with a pink triangle recognized as a homosexual symbol.
"The purpose of the signs
are so a homosexual will
family, Mark Eddie delighted
the audience with an unusual
blend of comedy and music,
which poked fun at everything
from Oasis to Joan Osborne.
His set consisted of songs,
which were influenced by
Adam Sandier and Dennis
Leary. Many of these songs
contained reworked lyrics that
parodied subjects like drinking
and driving, working, and sex.
Mark Eddie made several
puns on types of music includ-

know he or she can feel safe
from being harassed in that
room. The hate free zones do
not mean you are gay," Erica
Bowman, President of the
Unity Alliance said.
Unity Alliance, also
known as U.A., is an organization on campus that is sponsoring the signs. U.A. is an
organization for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and straight students
who work together for a safer
see HATE FREE, page 4
ing a version of Megadeth
doing "Stairway to Heaven."
Eddie spent a large portion of
the show playing and joking
about television themes, during
which he had the audience sing
verses to such songs as "The
Brady Bunch," "Beverly
Hillbillies," and "Green
Acres."
For the final part of his
show, he featured an audience
see MARK, page 4

Initiation of The Student
Leadership Institute
fn/DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

rhe Student Leadership
Institute held its
first session Tuesday,
February 4 in the Prince
Edward room of Blackwell
Dining Hall. The Student
Leadership Institute is a new
program presented by the
Center for Student Leadership
Programs. The purpose of this
program is to train students to
be better leaders on campus
and in the community by
focusing on leadership styles
that work for individuals and
organizations.

The Student Leadership
Institute is devised of a series of
weekly programs that will meet
until March. The first session
of the Institute was
"Orientation, Sharing, and
Expectations" presented by
Jesse McNicholas, Assistant
Director of the Student
Union. During this session,
McNicholas discussed the personal qualities leaders should
possess. She also gave all par
ucipants surveys on leadership
styles so each individual could
see what leadership points were
their strongest.
The second session of the
Institute was an interactive lecture on the Basics of Leadership

presented by SFC David
Peterson, ROTC.
Peterson's
lively lecture centered on effective leadership methods and
how to use these methods to get
tasks accomplished. He related
his experience as a leader in the
army to how a leader of a campus organization could motivate their members to become
more involved with issues concerning their organizations.
With at least 20 participants
at each session, the Student
Leadership Institute is accomplishing its goal to make even
more strong campus leaders for
Longwood's future.
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Ask C.C.

Mark Eddie
from page 3

Advise for College Students about Careers and Life Planning
DearC.C.
I have heard of job fairs, but
I do not really understand what
one is or if it is worth my time to
go. Can you provide some
information?
Just Curious
Dear Just Curious,
Several kinds of job fairs
exist. Most involve a large room
in a hotel or convention center
where employers set up exhibits
and discuss their company or
agency with potential employees.
Some charge a fee; others are free
to participants. Often, if the job
fair is sponsored by a college or
university, you will flndadiversity
of employers represented: some
from industry, some from human
services, some from academic
settings, for example. Yourjobas
an attendee is simply to talk with
anyone who represents a company
or agency you And interesting as
a potential employer. Job fairs
may feel intimidating because
there are so many people in one
room, and everyone is vying for

attention. On the other hand, the
employers who have come to a
job fair are there to find people to
work for them (or at least to grant
an interview); there are very few
formal situations where the odds
of connecting with a potential
employer are as great.
If you are presented the
opportunity to participate in a job
fair, take it. I can not think of a
single reason not to. However, go
prepared. Know which employers
will be represented; dress
professionally; take along lots of
resumes; and prepare a list of ten
or twel ve questions that you could
ask employers. The question list
could save you from getting to
someone's table and not knowing
what to say. After talking with a
potential employer, ask for a
business card and then, probably
the most important advice of all,
follow-up right away with a thank
you note. They may forget your
resume and your face; the note
will be a pleasant and appropriate
reminder of your interest.

Up Close with
Susan Monahan
Commuter Student Affairs and
Student Leadership Programs,
Assistant Editor
Monahan has made many changes.
One
of her new ideas was
/""f he is only been here
^ for a few short establishing the Student Leadership
Kj months, but Susan Institute, a semester long program
Monahan has already made a big that serves as a follow-up to the
impact in the Longwood Virginia Beach Conference and the
Women's Leadership Conference.
Community.
Susan Monahan is the new This program was developed to
Coordinator for the Center for enhance the skills taught at the two
Commuter Student Affairs and conferences and help the students
Student Leadership Programs. use these leadership skills to better
She took over this position after the Longwood community.
Monahan is very excited
her predessesor, Dr. Ken
about
the
up-coming events in the
Rockensies, became the Director
Student
Leadership Program
of Student Services last year.
Since becoming the new department.
Coordinator for the Center for
See MONAHAN, Page 5

By DEITRA NANCE

Earth Team and LEAF Members
Speak at Elementary Schools
from front page
face the future. For, it is in our
hands to teach future leaders to
confront the problems which we
must—and they soon—cope with.
Editor sNote: The Piedmont
Soil and Water Conservation
District Office is located on the
comer of High St. and Main St.
For more information about
becoming an Earth Team volunteer.

contactMecia Daves at 392-3782.
For information about joining the
Longwood
Environmental
Awareness Foundation (LEAF),
contact Deitra Nance at 395-3689.
The next "It's In Your Hands"
project is scheduled for Thursday,
February 20. All volunteers will
meet at the Piedmont Sodand Water
Conservation Office at 12:45pm.

Dear C.C.,
How important are entrance
exams to graduate schools? I do
not take standardized tests very
well, and I am afraid that may
have an impact on my application.
'Bit Worried
Dear 'Bit Worried,
I have the proverbially good
and bad news. The bad (for
someone who does not test well):
most grad programs rely pretty
heavily on test scores to determine
who makes it through the first
cut. You must have at least the
minimum scores (and usually
need to exceed it) for the program
you are applying to. Otherwise,
you risk wasting your application
fee because if your G.P.A. and
test scores do not meet the
minimum standards, you are
likely to go into the "no" pile.
Furthermore, many departments
also rely on test scores to
determine who gets assistantships
and fellowships. Bottom line:
the higher your test scores, the

better off you are. Now, the good
news: standardized tests are easy
to study for. The tests evaluate
the same skills every time they
are offered. That means that if
you get really familiar with the
kinds of questions the tests ask,
you can figure out how to give the
kinds of answers that are
recognized as the "right" ones.
With a few weeks of determined
studying, you can significantly
increase your chances of scoring
higher on most standardized tests.
This is certainly true for the GRE,
probably the most common
entrance exam. There are
countless books and computer
programs to help you practice.
Visit the Career Center to see
what is available.
"AskC.C'is sponsored by
the Career Center, located in
Lancaster 139. Drop by to gather
more information on any topic
discussed in this column. Write
C.C. with your career questions
at temert@longwood.lwc.edu.

Princeps sponsors
Leadership Dinner
On February 6,
1997, Princeps
sponsored its 2nd
Annual Leadership Dinner. Over
30 freshmen attended the hour
and a half banquet in the Tea
Room. The honorees were
selected because of their already
existing or potential leadership
skills. Longwood president, Dr.
Patricia Cormier was the guest
speaker. She focused on Princep's
theme, 'To Lead, Is To Serve,"
while describing her vision of

audience request portion,in
which the audience requested
songs that he played and made
fun of. Mark Eddie concluded
his show with a "Ode to
Smokers," that closely
resembled Dennis Leary's.
Mark Eddie stated that
he was influenced by radio and
television. He said that when
he hears a song, he often hears
different words.
As for where he is going,
Mark Eddie said, "I want to
make a slow transition from
music to comedy."
He plans to continue
playing comedy clubs and
someday hopes to move his
show into a theater.

Mwi

effective leadership. Paraphrasing
from Cormier's message she
stated, "You must stand up for
what you believe here at
Longwood and in the general
community. All must join
together to make a difference."
Each student attending the
dinner was given a certificate and
was encouraged to continue his/
her leadership roles on
Longwood's campus. (Princeps
1997)

Hate-Free Zones Causing
Trouble
from page 3
environment.
The Commuter Student
Association proposed putting a
hate-free sign above the door of
the commuter lounge. Susan
Monahan, Coordinator for
Commuter Student Affairs and
Student Leadership Programs,
brought up the idea of putting up
the sign above the commuter
lounge door as a tool to open
discussion and awareness of the
Unity Alliance.
After adiscusssion the issue

was not voted upon, but tabled
instead.
"The commuter lounge is a
hate-free zone, but the commuters
feel they do not need a sign saying
they are a hate-free zone,"
Monahan said.
The CS A did not take a vote
because only members of the
executive board were present.
Also, with 1100 commuters on
campus the executive board felt it
could not vote on an issue that
would affect all of the commuters
that use the public lounge.

i
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commuters make up one-third of
all students at Longwood."
Commuter Student Affairs
also works with PINNACLE, an
honor society that awards nontraditional students for academic
excellence. The department is also
responsible for the off-campus
housing list that includes area
houses and apartments for rent.
"One thing I have really
enjoyed about this job is the amount
of student interaction that is
involved. I like getting to know
everyone around campus," said
Monahan.
Although Monahan is

Up Close with
Susan Monahan
from page 4
"The new ideal for leadership
is the idea of the citizen leader in
the community. With the start of
the Student Leadership Institute and
Student Leadership Organization,
I hope more students will take an
opportunity to learn more about
leadership traits and how they can
be beneficial," said Monahan.
The Student Leadership
Program is also in charge of
planning the New Student
Leadership Conference for
freshmen and the Virginia Beach
Leadership Conference in
November. Monahan has also
recently started a new campus
organization called the Student
Leadership Organization which
will help plan leadership
conferences and events.
"The Student Leadership
Program is very exciting to work
with because it has potential for
lots of change. There is always
something new happening," stated
Monahan.

FEBRUARY 17,1997

Susan Monahan is the new Coordinator for the Center for
Commuter Student Affairs and Student Leadership Programs
Monahan has also been
working with improving the
Commuter Student Affairs
department by creating a more
commuter-friendly campus.
"As the advisor for the
Commuter Students Association,
it is my responsibility to serve as an
advocate for commuter rights and
make sure that the services on

campus are aware of the needs of
commuters," said Monahan.
"Commuters represent a broad
range of students. They include
traditional age students that live at
home, former residential students
who have recently moved offcampus, and students that have
families and full time jobs. Many
people may not realize it, but

originally from Rhode Island, she
moved to Farmville from Maine in
November. While in Maine.
Monahan worked at a Satelite
Campus for the University of Maine
but she missed the activity of
working on an actual college
campus.
"I like Longwood and I'm
glad I'm here." said Monahan.
In her spare time, Monahan
enjoys cooking, gardening, and
travel. When the weather gets
belter, she plans on traveling around
Virginia and becoming more
familiar with the surrounding areas.

Students Leaders
Sought for Summer '97
Programs
rhe
Fund for
American Studies
is
recruiting
student leaders from colleges and
universities to participate in its
1997 summer Institutes at
Georgetown University in
Washington, DC. Undergraduate
students will gain experience
through internships in public
policy, politics, business,
journalism, or international affairs
and will earn credits through
course work at prestigious
Georgetown University. The final
application deadline is March IS,
1997. There is no minimum GPA
requirement, and students who
have been active on campus are
encouraged to apply.
Scholarships are avaliablc

to each of The Fund's three sevenweek programs; the Engalithcheff
Institute on Comparative Political
and Economic Systems, the
Institute on Political Journalism,
and the Bryce Harlow Institute on
Business and Goveernment Affairs.
Each of the Institutes includes
internships throughout the city,
courses at Georgetown University
taught by lop notch faculty, and
unique opportunites to meet and
talk with national and international
leaders at site briefings, lectures,
and evening dialogues.
For
brochures
and
applications, students should
contact The Fund for American
Studies at (800) 741-6964 or visit
our
website
at
http://
www.dcinternships.org.
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Do you know someone who is
pregnant and considering
adoption?
Give the baby the best opportunity
in life. Please consider the loving
option of adoption with Sue and
John, a happily married couple offering to share their lives with a
precious baby.
Speak with someone who cares
and will help you.
Ask for Ruth- (804) 832-2049
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Whitney's Health Series: 11 Steps to Losing Weight
by WHITNEY MCDANIEL
Rotunda Staff Writer

/I is almost time to
bear it all. In just a
few short weeks,
college students everywhere
will be basking in the sunshine
of the Caribbean, soaking up
rays in the Florida Keys, or
just tanning in their own back
yard. Spring Break constitutes
a week-long get-a-way for
stressed-out students and may
reflect the results or perhaps
the most popular New Year's
resoltion—losing weight.
While it may be easy to
conceal extra pounds under
sweaters or baggy jeans, it is a
little more difficult to
convince others that you have
not gained any weight while
wearing a swimsuit.
"I am going to the
Bahamas for break," said
senior Alisa Taylor. "I would

hate to go their looking
flabby."
However,
college
students are not alone in the
battle to lose excess weight.
According to new data from
the National Center for Health
Statistics published in the
February 1997 issue of Self
magazine, for the first time,
there are more Americans who
are overweight than are
average size. Some of the
theories floating around for
this "inflation" include
declining activity, remote
controlitis—and yes, eating
too much.
Do not give up hope yet.
The sooner students adjust
their eating habits and
incorporate physical activity
into their daily regimen, the
more noticeable their efforts
will be when Spring Break
arrives.
The following is a

compilation of diet and weight
loss tips that can be found at
http://www/.mhv.net/-donn/
dps.html
Gradually
incorporating them into you
daily routine will ensure a
more successful weight loss
and improved physical
condition.
* Drink at least 64
ounces of water each day. Do
not eat dinner until you have
finished drinking your daily
water requirement.
* Keep healthy foods
handy, like fruits or
vegetables.
* Soups are a great meal;
they are filling, tasty, and
healthy.
* Never starve yourself,
especially before going out to
eat (or you will binge). Never

skip meals, or your body's
starvation defenses will kick
in, lower your metabolism,
and store fat.
* Trim all fats from
meats, and remove skin from
chicken.
* Before you put a snack
or an extra helping in your
mouth, ask yourself am I really
hungry?
* Try to do at least 30
minutes of low impact,
moderate exercise at least
three times a week.
* Always warm up
before exercising to prevent
accidental muscle damage.
This also makes your body
burn more fat when you
actually do start exercising.
* Take the stairs instead

of the elevator.
* Eat to live. ... Do not
live to eat.
* Do not think that just
because you are eating lowfat/ low-calorie foods that you
can eat all thta you want. The
calories still add up and must
be burned off regardless of
what kind of food you eat.
* If you think you can,
you will. If you think you
can't you won't.
The most important
thing to remember about diet
and exercise is that it should
be a permanent lifestyle
change instead of a temporary
remedy. While losing a few
pounds may seem harmless at
the time, if done repetitively,
it can be detrimental to your
health and well-being. If
possible, consult a physician
prior to beginning a weight
loss program.

TOYOTA'S REMARKABLE RAM
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There's More, Your KAY I Can Be A 2-Door Or 4-Door, A Front-Wheel
Drive Or A4-Wheel Drive. On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up
To 5 And Cargo, loo.

TOYOTA RAV4 ... IT'S OUT THERE AT YOUR
TOYOTA DEALER NOW!
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CL%t& and Entertainment
A Longwood Legacy: Par-bil's Deathdog
by MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor
/am a junior at
Longwood. I have
experienced
the
"castle", CHI walks, soap in the
fountain, pre-meal meetings in
the Love Boat Lounge, and
weekend excursions to Super
Wal-Mart. However, Saturday
February 15 was the first time I
ever experienced the ultimate
Longwood ritual—the Par-Bit's
Deathdog.
After being subjected to the
misery of Valentines Day, my
roommate (Angela Moss), her
boyfriend (Jack Torza, a William
& Mary alumni), my suitemates
(Margaret Henshaw and Sara
Davis), and my self trekked across
campus to Par-Bil's at 2:00 a.m.
in order to drown our holiday
depressions under a mountain of
cheese, chili, and relish.
Waiting patiently against
the rows of video games, we were
handed the foundations of our
Deathdogs. Henshaw, a current
senior, who had her first Deathdog

experience her sophomore year,
led the way, dragging her hotdog
and its styrofoam container down
the counter, emptying spoonfuls of
coleslaw and
onions on to the
meat.
Following
the experienced
Henshaw, I
reached the end
of
the
condiment line
and picked up
my deathdogs.
Jerry (sorry, I do
notknow his last
name), a ParBil's employee
and creator of
the Deathdog,
watched as I bit
into a piece of
the Longwood
legacy.
"You've
almost got it," Jerry said, as slices
of onion and chili plopped into the
styrofoam container.
Jerry removed a hotdog from
the warmer and placed it snuggly

in the bun. Sitting the hotdog in the
styrofoam plate, he proceeded to
reach for ingredients hidden
underneath the counter. We walked

into Par-Bil's that evening with the
intention of devouring the
Deathdogs that we had heard so
much about. Little did we know
we would be watching the

Student Leadership Organization
to Holds First Planning Meeting
by DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor
rie first planning
meeting for the
Student Leadership
Organization was held February
6 in Lankford Student Union.
Susan Monahan, Coordinator of
the Center for Student Leadership
Programs and Commuter
Services, advised the attendees
on what the organization would

involve.
The Student Leadership
Organization is a program for
training students in leadership skills
that will later help them serve as
consultants to other student
organizations. In this organization,
members will learn how to teach
other organizations how to have
better group dynamics, time
management skills, programming
ideas, fundraising strategies, and
other areas of positive leadership

reinforcement.
These members will also
work with staff members to help
organize leadership conferences
and retreats, such as the Virginia
Beach Leadership Conference.
The next planning meeting
for the Student Leadership
Organization is Wednesday,
February 19at6:OOpminLankford
Room A. For more information,
contact Susan Monahan at 3952685.

Deathdog Master at work.
Like an artist to his canvas,
Jerry spread Texas Pete hot sauce
on both sides of the hotdog. He
followed
those
strokes
quickly
with
a
coating of
barbeque
sauce, the
newest
ingredient
to grace the
Deathdog.
"The
bite is in the
bun," Jerry
said as he
sprinkled a
thin blanket
of pepper
and salt on
to the dog.
The
Deathdog began taking shape after
the packet of mayonnaise was
opened and spread on to the latenight snack.
Picking up the Deathdog

from the table, Jerry reached over
and pumped a generous amount of
ketchup on to the hotdog, followed
by doses of onions, relish, and
coleslaw. A smothering of mustard
followedthesehotdogstaples. With
the Deathdog clearly taking shape,
cheese was added and then a
spoonful of hot peppers.
With these 12 ingredients,
the Deathdog was still not complete.
"The
chili
covers
everything," said Jerry as he hid
the other 12 ingredients under a
ladelful of chili.
With our $1.69 Deathdogs
(two for $ 1.69 that is) in tow, we
exited back into the drizzly
morning. With Valentines Day
finally behind us, we took pleasure
in our smothered Deathdogs and
our participation in one of
Longwood's most undcrpublicized
rituals.
"It made a lonely day a much
brighter one. I must admit that it
was not just the Deathdogs; it was
the nice man behind the counter—
Jerry." Davis said with the
Deathdogs nestled safely under her
arm.
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Kappa Delta would like to congratulate all of the sororities on a
successful Spring Rush.
We are extremely proud of our new pledges: Allison Bethea, Amy
Bradly, Kim Cannon, Stephanie Drew, Mindy Gruber, Erin Weyant,
Katie McCrone, and Liz Wire.
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Bombs and Butterflies
Another Masterpiece
for Widespread Panic

Surf's Up! Surfer Melanie Goes
Searching For the Virtual 1980s
by MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor and Internet Surfer

/'am assuming that most
of us here on campus
look back on ihc 80s as
a lime when life was simple, a
time when there was nothing more
important than Pac-Man,
Saturday morning cartoons, and
settling down for an afternoon of
play with Barbie or He-Man.
To satisfy my nostalgic
ponderings, I decided to check
out some websites dedicated
solely to the 1980s—a decade
with which I have a love-hate
relationship. Although I look
back on the Rubik's Cube, The
A -Team, and friendship pins with
great pleasure, I choke on the
gaudy, neon, New Coke
memories. But enough of my
random nostalgic thoughts. On
with the sites
My first selection was
"ChuckyG 's Eighties Web Page"
located at http://acm.org/
-egrosvenor/1980.html
Chucky's pages cover a variety

of 80s-related items like bands,
politics, movies, radio and
television, leisure, FAQs, and
links to other 80s sites.
Unfortunately Chucky's
pages sound more exciting than
they truly are. For example, under
bands Chucky lists headings like,
"Misheard Song Lyrics of the 80s"
and "Songs Every 80s Band Had
to Know." Sound interesting?
Do not bother.
Chucky's pages were not a
total loss though. The leisure
section (ah, remember the endless
rounds of Trivial Pursuit), the
movie section, and the radio and
television section brough back
fond memories.
"Jeffs Awesome Eighties
Page" has found its way into my
bookmarked section of favorite
places (mainly because of the
groovy link to the Smurf's
homepage, where you can browse
the lyrics to the "LALA Song"
and acquaint yourself with lesser
known Smurfs like Cannibal
Smurf, Lousy-Good-for-Nothing
Smurf, and Junkie Smurf).
Jeff's eighties page

contains the entertaining "The
Good, the Bad, and the Cheezy"
list, which catagorizes everything
from television shows to eighties
lingo into one of the three
categories. I looked into cartoons
(where Transformers were good,
Snorkles were bad, and Inspector
Gadget was cheezy), toys (with
He-Man ranking in the good
position, Get in Shape Girl
coming in as just plain bad, and
My Buddy falling into the cheezy
slot), and food/drink (McDLTs
were good. TAB Cola was
definitely bad, and New Coke
was cheezy).
Jeff's lists brings back
many 80's memories. I strongly
recommend you take a couple of
hours out of your day to glance at
the site. It is definitely good for
a few laughs, especially the
Smurf's homepage, which is
located at:
http://kelvin.seas.virginia.edu/
kds2u/Smurfs.html.
If you have any websites
that you would like me to check
out, please e-mail me at
mbarker@longwood.lwc.edu.

yet, having the same message and
Features and Entertainment Editor feeling that Widespread never fails
to produce.
Now, if you ever get the
Looking for a band
chance, do not miss a Widespread
with more musical
Panic show. Widespread Panic's
talent than you can
live shows are
handle?
packed all
Perhapsa
across the
group
country. The
that has
ALBUM REVIEW:
band
t h e
Widespread Panic •
releases
a
amazing
"Bombs and Butterflies
sound that is
capability
pure and
todestroy
dirty at the
any
same
opinions you once had about live
instance. Raw, like undisturbed
music with shows like none other
soil. The music sweeps the listeners
you'veeverheard. Youmaybein
up in the emotion.
luck, Widespread Panic has
"Yeah, our songs are like
recently released their fifth record
little getaways," laughs guitarist/
and is ready to begin a new tour.
vocalist John Bell. "They provide
This new album, Bombs &
a path for the music to take off by
Butterflies, is another Panic
itself. . . When we're playing a
masterpiece. Widespread never
song live, we don't just regurgitate
seems to produce a record that
what's on the album. We try to
tops aprevious album. Eacheffort
blow the doors off. That's
this band puts forth is its own
challenge—the desire to elevate it
complete work of art, holding its
to a different level—that's what
own charm and feeling that
gets us out of bed each morning."
remains seperate from the others,

byJARRETTHAAS,

Career Center Director, Androniki Fallis,
Receives Rollins Distinguished Service Award
Ms. Androniki
Fallis,
Director of
Career Center and Supervisor
of Work Experience Program at
l.ongwood College was
awarded
the
Rollins
Distinguished Service Award
by the Southeastern Association
For School, College and
University
Staffing

(SEASCUS)
at
the
organization's recent annual
meeting in Savannah, Georgia.
SEASCUS is a regional
association of professionals in
the field of teacher placement
and recruitment. Its members
are
school
personnel
administrators and college
placement officials from ten
southeastern states.

The Rollins Distinguished
Service Award is presented for
"outstanding leadership and
exemplary service to SEASCUS
and to the teacher placement and
recruitment profession."
Ms. Fallis is a pastpresident of SEASCUS as well
as its former treasurer and
member
of
numerous
committees of the association.
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She was elected to represent
SEASCUS as a senator of the
American Association for
Employment in Education. She
served on the AAEE board for
two years, chaired the
membership committee, and
was the representative to the
Council for the Advancement
Standards.
Ms. Fallis has also been

active in the Southern
Association for Colleges and
Employers and the Virginian
Association for Colleges and
Employers which she served as
vice-president, secretary, and
chair of the annual conference.
She is a member of Phi Delta
Kappa and Delta Kappa
Gamma.
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Valentine's Favorites Get Critics' Review
Sylvia and Saryna take a look at a few tear-jerkers
by SYLVIA ODELL and
SARYNA SOMERVILLE
Rotunda Staff Columnists
y JEllo readers! Well
§ m another
week
JL M. anothermovie. This
week we decided to do a "Love"
theme, sofor all you who didnot have
Valentines, this is for you. We are
going to list some movies we have
seen that made us fall in love and
hopefully will have the same effect
onyou. We must warn you most of
this movies are tear-jerkers, and
watching without a box of tissues is
highly dangerous for your sleeves.
Our pick for this week with no doubt
is "Immortal Beloved" with Gary
Oldman.
Sylvia: "This movie is so
wonderful I get goose-bumps
whenever I think about it Thestory

based on Ludwig Van Beethoven is
remarkable in detail, costume, and
music."
Saryna: 'Definitely loved the
music I went right out and bought the
soundtrack Letmejustadd mat Gary
Oldman is HOT and I loved him as
Beethoven."
SyMa: "Well he's not like a
10 on my list, but he is just so
hypnotizing with his dark and
fullfillingeyes."
Saryna: "He captivated mc I
fell in LOVE watching him. He is an
amazing actor. I was pulled in from
the beginning."
Sylvia: "I know what you
mean, ever since he played Dracula I
have seen all his films."
Saryna: "Ever since I saw
Beethoven I had to see all of his
films."
Sylvia: "HisMoonlightSonata

made me want to be keys on a piano.
Oh my!"
We have given a grade to this
filmasfolbws: Saryna"A-";SyMa
"A"
Next we have "Sense and
Sensibility" with Emma Thompson
and Hugh Grant
Saryna: 'Let me just say,
Emma Thompson truly deserved her
Best Actress award for her portrayal
of Miss Dashwood."
SyMa: 'The story made me
realize that love will conquer all things,
and that patience is rewarding. Hugh
Grant really made his character,
Edward, a realistic and honorable
gentleman. Emma and Hugh made
the movie what it is, a true lovestory."
Saryna: "Hugh Grant was so
emotional. But the emotional height
of the movie came when Emma

Thompson broke down and cried. I
can remember sitting there watching
the movie and all of a sudden I was
feeling her pain and crying myself,
like I was actually there."
SyMa: "I know what you
mean. The same happened with me.
I mean buckets were flowing. I did
not know who had broken down, her
or me. She was just magnificent in
this movie. Gogiri!"
Saryna: 'The script however
was not as strong as the
performances."
SyMa: "Iconcurronly because
the book is a lot better than the
screenplay, which is the case with
many movies."
Thismoviereceivedme grades
of: Saryna "B+"; SyMa "B+"
Due to an abundance of Love
stories available in the movie stores,
we are going to list some of our

Speaking Out: What Holidays
Do Longwood Students Dislike?

favorites for you:
Sarvna's Favorites:
"Jerry Mcguire"
"Pocahantas (Disney) "
"The Bodyguard"
"Leaving Las Vegas"
"Sleepless in Seattle"
SvMa's Favorites:
"French Kiss"
"Ladyhawke"
"Nine Months"
"Ivanhoe"
"Five Days, One Summer"
Well all you love-birds or stool
pigeons, have a safe week and
remember to have the tissues in a safe
location and have a flood evacuation
route prepared, because you will cry
a river. Is that a song? Bye bye until
next time, this is Saryna and Sylvia
signing off.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
INFORMATION SESSION

by SARYNA SOMERVILLE
Rotunda Columnist

Do not delay your academic development
Bt Informed about academic opportunrtlee
available within your own community.

it dreadful and mushy holiday called Valentine's Day is finally over and done with. As you
can tell, I am not very fond of the day of Love. It almost seems insane to dislike a holiday, but
believeMj>r not, I am not the only Longwood student who hates a holiday. Here are a few Longwood
students who feel that not every holiday is a happy one.

Graduate Sociology Criminal Jutuce
Concentration Program faculty and etudente
win answer all your Inquiries.
Sociology background not requtred.

1. I do not like Labor Day. I do not see the point. Longwood does not get the day off, but the rest of the
state does.
-Louis Young, senior
2. I do not think Columbus Day should be celebrated. I feel this way because he was the main cause of the
genocide that killed the races who were here first.
-- Tim Mathis, sophomore

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25,1997
7:00 P.M.
LONGWOOD COLLEGE
GRADUATE STUDIES CONFERENCE ROOM
WEST RUPFNER 121

3. I hate Saint Patrick's Day because people try to pinch you because you are not wearing green.
-Aquilla Mason, freshman

(THE ROTUNDA)
4. Valentine's Day is so depressing. It sucks because we have no one to share it with.
-Kimberly Lenart, junior, and Tanesha Johnson, freshman
5. I do not like Thanksgiving, but only because I hate turkey and stuffing.

I

Contact Dr. J. F. Hodport

I

Chair, Graduate Drparuaotf of Sociology

L

804-595-2098 or ftoapo«mtmpnoa.\wc edn

--Kelly Walsh, junior
6. I do not like the Lee, Jackson, King holiday. It seems to promote racial tension. They should have a
separate holiday for each. Since they are on the same day, we hear of peace marches and supremist marches
all happening at the same time because of this one holiday.
--Vincent Walden, senior

Course Fees Due bv March 17.1997

7. I do not like Valentine's Day. I think that it is so stupid to designate one day to show love, when you
should show love all year round
•-Martin Montgomery, senior
8. I think April Fool's day is dumb. It is so annoying. I do not like to be tricked, and I do not like to trick
people.
-Lisa Holland, sophomore

Course Fees are due in the Office of
Cashiering and Student Accounts by March 17,
1997. Failure to pay by the due date will result
in a $ 10 late fee and a registration/transcript hold
flag
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Bombs and Butterflies
Another Masterpiece
for Widespread Panic

Surf's Up! Surfer Melanie Goes
Searching For the Virtual 1980s
by MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor and Internet Surfer

/'am assuming that most
of us here on campus
look back on the 80s as
a time when life was simple, a
time when there was nothing more
important than Pac-Man,
Saturday morning cartoons, and
settling down for an afternoon of
play with Barbie or He-Man.
To satisfy my nostalgic
ponderings, I decided to check
out some websites dedicated
solely to the 1980s—a decade
with which I have a love-hate
relationship. Although I look
back on the Rubik's Cube, The
A-Team, and friendship pins with
great pleasure, I choke on the
gaudy, neon, New Coke
memories. But enough of my
random nostalgic thoughts. On
with the sites....
My first selection was
"ChuckyC s Eighties Web Page"
located at http://acm.org/
-egrosvenor/ 1980.html
Chucky's pages cover a variety

of 80s-related items like bands,
politics, movies, radio and
television, leisure, FAQs, and
links to other 80s sites.
Unfortunately Chucky's
pages sound more exciting than
they truly are. Forexample, under
bands Chucky lists headings like,
"Misheard Song Lyrics of the 80s"
and "Songs Every 80s Band Had
to Know." Sound interesting?
Do not bother.
Chucky's pages were not a
total loss though. The leisure
section (ah, remember the endless
rounds of Trivial Pursuit), the
movie section, and the radio and
television section brough back
fond memories.
"Jeffs Awesome Eighties
Page" has found its way into my
bookmarked section of favorite
places (mainly because of the
groovy link to the Smurf's
homepage, where you can browse
the lyrics to the "LALA Song"
and acquaint yourself with lesser
known Smurfs like Cannibal
Smurf, Lousy-Good-for-Nothing
Smurf, and Junkie Smurf).
Jeff's eighties page

contains the entertaining "The
Good, the Bad, and the Cheezy"
list, which catagorizes everything
from television shows to eighties
lingo into one of the three
catagories. I looked into cartoons
(where Transformers were good,
Snorkles were bad, and Inspector
Gadget was cheezy), toys (with
He-Man ranking in the good
position, Get in Shape Girl
coming in as just plain bad, and
My Buddy falling into the cheezy
slot), and food/drink (McDLTs
were good. TAB Cola was
definitely bad, and New Coke
was cheezy).
Jeff's lists brings back
many 80's memories. I strongly
recommend you take a couple of
hours out of your day to glance at
the site. It is definitely good for
a few laughs, especially the
Smurf's homepage, which is
located at:
http://kelvin.seas.virginia.edu/
kds2u/Smurfs.html.
If you have any websites
that you would like me to check
out, please e-mail me at
mbarker@longwood.lwc.edu.

yet, having the same message and
Features and Entertainment Editor feeling that Widespread never fails
to produce.
Now, if you ever get the
Looking for a band
chance, do not miss a Widespread
with more musical
Panic show. Widespread Panic's
talent than you can
live shows are
handle?
packed all
Perhaps a
across the
group
country. The
that has
ALBUM REVIEW:
band
t h e
Widespread Panic releases a
amazing
"Bombs and Butterflies
sound that is
capability
pure and
todestroy
dirty at the
any
same
opinions you once had about live
instance. Raw, like undisturbed
music with shows like none other
soil. The music sweeps the listeners
you've ever heard. You may be in
up in the emotion.
luck, Widespread Panic has
"Yeah, our songs are like
recently released their fifth record
little getaways," laughs guitarist/
and is ready to begin a new tour.
vocalist John Bell. "They provide
This new album, Bombs &
a path for the music to take off by
Butterflies, is another Panic
itself. . . When we're playing a
masterpiece. Widespread never
song Uve, we don't just regurgitate
seems to produce a record that
what's on the album. We try to
topsapreviousalbum. Eacheffort
blow the doors off. That's
this band puts forth is its own
challenge—the desire to elevate it
complete work of art, holding its
to a different level—that's what
own charm and feeling that
gets us out of bed each morning."
remains seperate from the others,

byJARRETTHAAS,

Career Center Director, Androniki Fallis,
Receives Rollins Distinguished Service Award
Ms. Androniki
Fallis.
Director of
Career Center and Supervisor
of Work Experience Program at
Longwood College was
awarded
the
Rollins
Distinguished Service Award
by the Southeastern Association
For School, College and
University
Staffing

(SEASCUS)
at
the
organization's recent annual
meeting in Savannah, Georgia.
SEASCUS is a regional
association of professionals in
the field of teacher placement
and recruitment. Its members
are
school
personnel
administrators and college
placement officials from ten
southeastern states.

The Rollins Distinguished
Service Award is presented for
"outstanding leadership and
exemplary service to SEASCUS
and to the teacher placement and
recruitment profession."
Ms. Fallis is a pastpresident of SEASCUS as well
as its former treasurer and
member
o
numerous
committees of he association.
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She was elected to represent
SEASCUS as a senator of the
American Association for
Employment in Education. She
served on the AAEE board for
two years, chaired the
membership committee, and
was the representative to the
Council for the Advancement
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Ms. Fallis has also been
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Valentine's Favorites Get Critics' Review
Sylvia and Saryna take a look at a few tear-jerkers
by SYLVIA ODELL and
SARYNA SOMERVILLE
Rotunda Staff Columnists
T" JEllo readers! Well
§ m another
week
X. -A. another movie. This
week we decided to do a 'Love"
theme, soforall you whodidnot have
Valentines, this is for you. We are
going to list some movies we have
seen that made us fall in love and
hopefully will have the same effect
on you. We must warn you most of
this movies are tear-jerkers, and
watching without a box of tissues is
highly dangerous for your sleeves.
Our pick for this week with no doubt
is "Immortal Beloved" with Gary
Oldman.
Sylvia: 'This movie is so
wonderful I get goose-bumps
whenever I think about it Thestory

based on Ludwig Van Beethoven is
remarkable in detail, costume, and
music."
Saryna: "Definitely loved the
musiclwentright out and bought the
soundtrack Letmejustadd that Gary
Oldman is HOT and I loved him as
Beethoven."
SyMa: "Well he's not like a
10 on my list, but he is just so
hypnotizing with his dark and
fullfillingeyes."
Saryna: "He captivated me, I
fell in LOVE watching him. He is an
amazing actor. I was pulled in from
the beginning."
Sylvia: "I know what you
mean, ever since he played Dracula I
have seen all his films."
Saryna: "Ever since I saw
Beethoven I had to see all of bis
films."
SyMa: "HisMoonlightSonata

made me want to be keys on a piano.
Oh my!"
We have given a grade to mis
filmasfollows: Saryna "A-"; Sylvia
"A"
Next we have "Sense and
Sensibility" with Emma Thompson
and Hugh Grant.
Saryna: "Let me just say,
Emma Thompson truly deserved her
Best Actress award for her portrayal
of Miss Dashwood."
Sylvia: 'The story made me
realize that love will conquer all things,
and that patience is rewarding. Hugh
Grant really made his character,
Edward, a realistic and honorable
gentleman. Emma and Hugh made
the movie what it is, a true lovestory."
Saryna: "Hugh Grant was so
emotional. But the emotional height
of the movie came when Emma

Speaking Out: What Holidays
Do Longwood Students Dislike?
by SARYNA SOMERVILLE
Rotunda Columnist
f dreadful and mushy holiday called Valentine's Day is finally over and done with. As you
can tell, I am not very fond of the day of Love. It almost seems insane to dislike a holiday, but
believeJLor not, I am not the only Longwood student who hates a holiday. Here are a few Longwood
students who feel that not every holiday is a happy one.
1. I do not like Labor Day. I do not see the point. Longwood does not get the day off, but the rest of the
state does.
--Louis Young, senior
2. I do not think Columbus Day should be celebrated. I feel this way because he was the main cause of the
genocide that killed the races who were here first.
- Tim Mathis, sophomore
3. I hate Saint Patrick's Day because people try to pinch you because you are not wearing green.
-Aquilla Mason, freshman

Thompson broke down and cried. I
can remember sitting there watching
the movie and all of a sudden I was
feeling her pain and crying myself,
like I was actually there."
Sylvia: "I know what you
mean. The same happened with me.
I mean buckets were flowing. I did
not know who had broken down, her
or me. She was just magnificent in
this movie. Gogiri!"
Saryna: "The script however
was not as strong as the
performances."
Sylvia: "Iconcurronly because
the book is a lot better than the
screenplay, which is the case with
many movies."
This movie received thegrades
of: Saryna "B+"; SyMa "B+"
Due to an abundance of Love
stories available in the movie stores,
we are going to list some of our

favorites for you:
Sarvna's Favorites:
"Jerry Mcguire"
"Pocahantas (Disney) "
"The Bodyguard"
"Leaving Las Vegas"
"Sleepless in Seattle "
SvMa's Favorites:
"French Kiss"
"Ladyhawke"
"Nine Months"
"Ivanhoe"
"Five Days, One Summer"
Well all you love-birds orstool
pigeons, have a safe week and
remember to have the tissues in a safe
location and have a flood evacuation
route prepared, because you will cry
a river. Is that a song? Bye bye until
next time, this is Saryna and Sylvia
signing off.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
INFORMATION SESSION
♦♦♦
Do not delay your academic development.
Bo Informed about academic opportunities
available within your own community.
Graduate Sociology Criminal Juttlce
Concentration Program faculty and students
win answer all your Inquiries.
Sociology background not required.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25,1997
7:00 P.M.
LONGWOOD COLLEGE
GRADUATE STUDIES CONFERENCE ROOM
WEST RUFFNER 121
(THE ROTUNDA)

4. Valentine's Day is so depressing. It sucks because we have no one to share it with.
■■Kimberly Lenart, junior, and Tanesha Johnson, freshman
5. I do not like Thanksgiving, but only because I hate turkey and stuffing.

Contact Dr.). t. Hodpon
Chair, Graduate DrpuUumt of SocWorj
804-395-20*8 or Swlpoiiflloopwod Ywr edu

-Kelly Walsh, junior
6. I do not like the Lee, Jackson, King holiday. It seems to promote racial tension. They should have a
separate holiday for each. Since they are on the someday, we hearof peace marches and supremist marches
all happening at the same time because of this one holiday.
-Vincent Wolden, senior

Course Fees Due bv March 17.1997

7. I do not like Valentine's Day. I think that it is so stupid to designate one day to show love, when you
should show love all year round.
-Martin Montgomery, senior
8. I think April Fool's day is dumb. It is so annoying. I do not like to be tricked, and I do not like to trick
people.
—Lisa Holland, sophomore

Course Fees are due in the Office of
Cashiering and Student Accounts by March 17,
1997. Failure to pay by the due date will result
in a $ 10 late fee and a registration/transcript hold
flag
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Longwood Baseball
Team Has Veteran Look
continued from page 12
Fortunately for Bolding, he
has solid replacements to insert in
the lineup until Cox regains the
form which earned him the
cleanup spot in the lineup the last
two seasons. Mozucha will get
the nod at first base in the early
season and freshmen Pennix and
Jason Putney will likely share the
designated hitter duties.
In addition to Bunch and
Mozucha, Bolding can count on
seniors Rhett Pfitzner at second
base, and Scott Hueston in center
field. One of the top hitters in
Lancer history, Pfitzner has a
career batting average of .384 and
Hueston is close behind at .382.
Last year, Pfitzner batted. 346 with
36 RBI and 14 doubles, earning
second team all-CVAC honors.
Hueston hit .404 with 21 RBI and
17 stolen bases in 20 attempts. He
earned ECAC Division II South
All-Star honors. Pfitzner and
Hueston team up with Bunch as
the Lancer captains for 1997.
Other returning starters
include shortstop David Bassett
catcher Fred Stoots, right fielder
Shawn Torian and left-fielder Tim

Buffkin who
also saw action
at third base last
season. Bassett
(.331), Stoots
(.340), Torian
(.331, team best
40 runs) and
Buffkin (.316,811 stolen bases)
lived up to their
advance billing
as freshmen last
season. Torian
was
named
Longwood
Freshman Male
Athlete of the Year.
In addition to Pennix,
Putney, Ellison and Gwaltney,
first year players who have already
been mentioned, Longwood will
be strengthened by the presence
of third baseman Doug Kenney
and outfielders Troy Lastrapes and
Daniel Evans. Kenney, a high
school shortstop, came in and won
the third base job. Lastrapes, who
started on the 1994 State
Champion team at Clover Hill,
will provide speed to spice up the

Lancer Cagers CVAC Season
Nearing the End
continued from page 12
(7.2), freshman Lee Farrior (6.9),
senior K.J. Courtney (6.3),
sophomore William Owusu (5.8),
freshman Tony Perez (4.5) and
freshman Jon Hughes (3.6) are
the other Lancer scoring leaders.
Owusu is the rebounding
leader with 163 for an average of
7.4 rebounds per game. Perez has
the top free throw percentage at
78.3. He has made 18 of 23 from
the line. Courtney leads in assists
with 64, for an average of 2.8 per
game.
Queens 79. Longwood 68
Guard T.J. Lewis scored all
nine of his points in the second
half and hit several key buckets
down the stretch as Queens pulled
away at the end for a 79-68 victory
in a CVAC game Saturday
afternoon in Lancer Hall.
The Royals, who led 36-32
at the half, got 26 points and nine
rebounds from sophomore Adrien
Pritchard and 22 points from senior
guard Chuck Wittman. Queens is
now 18-5 overall and 14-3 in the
CVAC. Pritchard hit 10 of 11 free
throws overall and Lewis 5 of 6 in
the second half as the Royals went

to the line to nail down the win.
Top scorer for Longwood,
now 9-14 overall and 5-12 in the
CVAC, was freshman center Jon
Hughes.
Hughes had career highs for
points (16) and rebounds (11).'
Walden and Farrior had 10 points
each for the Lancers.
Lancer sophomore William
Owusu missed the Queens game
because of an ankle injury.
Pfejffer 73. Longwood 64
Against Pfeiffer Thursday
night, Walden scored 24 points,
hitting 10 of 14 shots from the
floor and Owusu grabbed 11
rebounds with six points. The
Falcons, who won 73-64, got 17
points from Dwayne Forte.
Last Monday at Mount
Olive, Williams scored a careerhigh 24 points, but the host Trojans
took a CVAC victory by a 92-79
count.
Williams, hitting 3 of 6
from three-point range, was 8 of
12 from the floor overall and
reached his career high in 21
minutes on the court. His previous
one-game best was 17 points
against Erskine last season.

attack. Evans is a solid outfielder.
Putney, another Clover Hill
product, will play outfield in
addition to designated hitter.
Junior catcher Quinn
Armstrong who played in 11
games last season before leaving
the squad, returns to action for
1997. He will back-up Stoots
behind the plate.
Lancers To Host CVAC
Tournament Again

For the second year,
Longwood will host the 8-team,
double-elimination CarolinasVirginia Athletic Conference
Baseball Tournament. The
tournament, sponsored once again
by Pepsi-All Sport, will be played
April 17-20.
Bolding expects the league
will be challenging again this year.
"The CVAC will be
powerful every year and a great

challenge for us," he said. "We're
going to play to win it. It's a
tough league and we intend to be
competitive. We hope to have a
stronger offensive program and
score more runs this year."
Longwood's
league
schedule in April will present an
extraordinary test with road trips
toCoker, St. Andrews and Erskine
slated from April 5-12 (Saturday
to Saturday).

Dr. Cormier to Throw Out First Pitch
for Longwood's Opening Game
/n anticipation of her
own inauguration April
11,
Longwood
PresidentDr.PatriciaCormierwill
throw out the first baseball for
Longwood's opening game
against Belmont Abbey Saturday

afternoon at 1:00. The 24th
President of Longwood College,
Dr. Cormier is believed to be the
first president to inaugurate the
baseball season.
Longwood will host
Belmont Abbey this weekend in

season-opening action. Saturday,
the Lancers will host Belmont
Abbey for two games starting at
1:00. Sunday the two teams will
play a single game at 3:00.
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Wrestling Champions Named
Longwood Players of the Week
■ <H
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Athletic Honor Rolls Announced
The Longwood College Athletic Department would like to
congratulate the 56 student-athletes who earned a 3.00 or better GPA
for the fall, 19% semester. These students, who represent more than
a fourth of the total number of Longwood athletes, have been named
to Longwood Student-Athlete Honor Roll.
Three student-athletes were named to the President's List (4.00
GPA) and 11 earned spots on the Dean's List (3.5 to 3.99 GPA).
Members of the Longwood Student-Athlete Honor Roll are
listed below along with their sport, class, high school and hometown.
Women's Basketball
Mary Barron,Sophomore, Paul VI H.S..Great Falls;'Nikki Hall, Senior,
GlenvarH.S., Salem; Nikesha Houston,Freshman,York H.S., Yorktown;'Chri$tine
Roberts, ]unior, Culpeper County H.S., Culpeper

Field Hockey

4

m

"1

Melissa Buelow, Senior,.Tabb H.S., Yorktown;Kelly Callan, Senior, Princess Anne
H.S.,Virginia Beach; Lori Clark, lunior, First Colonial H.S., Virginia Beach;
Melissa Miranda, lunior, Kempsville H.S..Virginia Beach; Emma Pehovaz-Diez,
Sophomore, Frank W. Cox H.S., Virginia Beach; AH Brandenburger, lunior,
Albermarle H.S., Charlottesville; 'Emily Stone, Senior, Oakton H.S., Fairfax

'.

1 - St

Women's Golf
Rachel Abbott, Sophomore, Boyertown(PA) H.S., Clemmons, N.C.;
lessica Fernandez, Freshman, Patapsco H.S., Baltimore, Md.; Becky Mailloux,
Freshman, Scituate H.S.,Hope, R.I.; Karla Roberson, lunior.Great Bridge
H.S.,Chesapeake; Katie Soule, Freshman, Franklin H.S.,Chesapeake

•

Lacrosse
TT
u n i o r
■ wrestler
Mark
%/ Mast (pictured left)
and freshman wrestler Sean
Sanderlin (right) have been named
Co-Domino' s/Longwood College
Men' s Players of the Week for the
week of Feb. 2-9 for their
performances last week. Player
of the Week is chosen by the
Longwood Sports Information
Office and sponsored by
Domino's Pizza of Farmville.
Both athletes helped the
Lancers place second in the
tournament behind champion
Newport News Apprentice.
Mast won the Virginia
Collegiate State Championship at

134 pounds with an 11-7 victory
Sanderlin won the Virginia
over Chad Huddleston of Newport Collegiate State Championship at
News Apprentice in the finals. 167 pounds with a pin of
Mast defeated Samuel Watkins Washington & Lee's T.J. Griffin
of Norfolk State 11-5 in the at 1:22 of the first period. He
semifinal. The wins move Mast's moved into the finals with a pin of
season record to 5-2 overall, and Washington & Lee's Todd Poole
he holds a 12-14 career mark at just 34 seconds into the match.
Sanderlin leads the Lancer team
Longwood.
"I am really proud of Mark," in victories with a 9-3 record.
"Sean is leading by example
Lancer coach Brent Newell said.
"He is a leader on and off the mat right now," Newell said. "He is a
for us and he showed that by freshman who is leading the team
winning a state title after not in wins. I am really excited about
wrestling for three weeks due to his future as a Lancer wrestler."
Sanderlin is a graduate of
various injuries."
Mast is a graduate of Western Branch High School and
Northside High School and is the is the son of Robert and Victoria
Sanderlin.
son of Steven and Helen Mast.

1996-97 Winter Domino's/Longwood Player of the Week Award Winners
November 10-17
November 17-24
December 1-8
January 5-12
January 12-19
January 19-26
January 26 February 1
February 2-9

Cessy Sullivan
NikkiHall
William Owusu
Nee Ragland
William Owusu
Mary Barron
Pouya Safa
Kali Brown
Wince Walden
Kali Brown
Cessy Sullivan
Chadjuhl
Mark Mast
Sean Sanderlin

Women's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Wrestling
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Wrestling
Wrestling
Wrestling

Kelli jo Haynes,Senior, Heritage H.S., Lynchburg; 'Laurie Hogan, Freshman,
Albemarle H.S., Charlottesville; +Heather Wentzel, Freshman, Kempsville H.S.,
Virginia Beach
Women's Soccer
Heather Ayres, Freshman, Indian River H.S., Chesapeake; Eryn Craft,
Sophomore, Green Run H.S., Virginia Beach; Kate Hrastar, Sophomore,Paul VI
H.S., Clifton; 'MacKenzie Martin, Sophomore, Western Branch H.S., Chesapeake;
Angela Snyder, Freshman, Park View H.S., Sterling; Tina Tsironis, Student
Coach, Manchester H.S., Richmond; Stephanie Tucker, Sophomore, Gar-Field
H.S.Woodbridge

Softball
'Karen Ambrose, Sophomore, Gloucester H.S., Gloucester;+Shawna Donivan,
Senior, Hermitage H.S., Glen Allen; 'Sharon Gibbs, Sophomore., Dinwiddie H.S.,
Dinwiddie; 'Mary Helen Sherrod, Junior, Patrick Henry H.S., Ashland; Libby
Gough, Sophomore, Amelia H.S., Amelia
Women's Tennis
Christi Colavita, Senior, Midlothian H.S., Richmond; Jennifer Gomer, Senior,
Patrick Henry H.S., Ashland; Julie Wescott, Sophomore, T.C. Williams H.S.,
Alexandria
Baseball
'Justin Bunch, Senior, Rappahannock H.S., Warsaw; Kevin Cox, Senior.Douglas
Freeman H.S..Richmond; +Greg Edmonds, Sophomore, Midlothian H.S.,
Midlothian; Doug Kenney, Freshman, Cave Spring H.S., Roanoke; Rick Gastley,
Senior, Gar-Field H.S., Woodbridge
Men's Basketball
Lee Farrior, Freshman, Manchester H.S., Chesterfield; Chris Williams, Sophomore,
Elwood Community H.S.Elwood, Ind.; Tony Perez, Freshman, Denbigh H.S,
Newport News
Chris Frook, Junior, Owen Sound H.S., Owen Sound, Ont.; Buck Walker, Junior,
Heritage H.S., Lynchburg; 'Evan Smith, Senior, Frontenac Secondary, Kingston,
Ont.; Jack Shick, Sophomore, Tallwood H.S., Virginia Beach; Keith Martin, Junior,
Appomattox H.S.Appomattox

Men's Soccer
David Granada, Junior, American School, Tegucigalpa, Hond.; Jeremy Thomas,
Junior, Meadowbrook H.S , Richmond; Steve Thompson, lunior, Gar-Field H.S.,
Dumfries

Mcn'i Tamil
Brian Davis, Junior, New Kent H.S., West Point

mailing

Allen Dubsky, Junior, Wheeler H.S, Marietta; Jamie Foley, lunior, Menchville
H.S., Windsor; foe Hoffer, Senior, Princess Anne H.S, Virginia Beach; fonny
Wood, Sophomore, Prince George H.S., Prince George; Mark Mast, lunior
Northside HS., Roanoke
' Dean's List (350 - 3.99 GPA)
♦ President's List (4.00 GPA)
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LANCER SPORTS
Fifteen Veterans Return to Longwood
Baseball Team for Upcoming Season
As the start of the to be on the money. Now the year as the Lancer coach he can
1997
season veteran coach will lead a more reflect back on six trips to the
approaches, experienced squad through the NCAA Division II Tournament,
Longwood baseball coach Buddy rigors of conference warfare. He 18 winning seasons, 495 victories
Bolding has 15 veteran players believes Longwood will be and two appearances in the NCAA
on hand, including seven pitchers improved, in spite of the Division
II
National
from last season when the Lancers unforeseen absence of two seniors Championship round of eight. The
finished 25-17 overall and 11-13 who would have been in the Lancers, however, have not been
for fourth place in the Carolinas- starting lineup.
to the NCAA's since 1993.
"I believe we should be a
Virginia Athletic Conference.
Pitching and defense were
Longwood opens play at better team this year," said the the strengths of last year's team
home this weekend (Feb. 22-23) coach. "I'm looking fora big year and Bolding expects both to be
when CVAC member Belmont from all of our seniors. They better.
Abbey will journey to Farmville certainly know what is at stake.
"We've got the best and
for a Saturday twin bill at 1:00 Every group of seniors which has deepest pitching staff we've ever
and a single game on Sunday at played four years here has been to had," he said. "And, we should
the NCAA playoffs. That streak be better defensively with our
2:00.
Bolding Has Experienced could be in jeopardy this year. young players benefiting from a
Our seniors have to. rise to the year's experience."
Squad
The Lancers, who had a
Last year Bolding expected occasion if there is a chance of us
team batting average of .320 a
the CVAC to be a strong baseball returning to the tournament."
As Bolding begins his 19th year ago, set a record for team
league and his assessment proved

Grubbs Named South Region
National Coach of the Year
•Team deserves recognition', field hockey coach says

>

Longwood
head
women's
field hockey coach Janet
Grubbs has been named
1996 South Region
National Coach of the
Year by the National
Field Hockey Coaches'
Association.
Grubbs led the
Lancers to their finest
season in 21 years in
1996, posting a 13-5
record and narrowly
missing the playoffs.
Longwood finished 6-91 in 1995.
"The team as a
whole deserves the
recognition," Grubbs
said. "My players were
the first people I told. I
also made a quick e-mail
to Jamaica to let Nancy Joel

coach during the season
and is also the national
coach in Jamaica.
After completing
her third season as head
coach of the Lancers,
Grubbs holds a 24-28-1
record at the school.
From 1977-90 she
headed the University of
Richmond program,
leading the Spiders to two
berths in the NCAA
* .I'
Tournament.
~f Jfl
Qg^
She is a graduate
of Ursinus College in
Collegeville, Pa. and
received her Master's
degree
from
the
University of Northern
Colorado.
Grubbs said she
finds the honor very
flattering considering the
know.'
Joel was Grubbs' assistant fie,d hockey competition in the
South Region.
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fielding percentage (.958). The
staff earned run average of 3.97
ranks among the best in school
history, and the Lancers struck
out a record 301 opposing batters.
Seven pitchers return.
Seniors Justin Bunch and Steve
Mozucha, junior Todd Barker and
sophomores Greg Edmonds, Mike
Lewis , Robey Caldwell, and
Adam Thrift should provide solid
numbers on the mound.
Bunch (17 career wins) and
Mozucha (14 career wins) have
three years experience. Mozucha,
however, may see only limited
time on the mound because of
arm problems. Barker was 5-2
with a 3.21 e.r.a. last season and
10 relief appearances.
Bolding believes his four
sophomores will be a strong

group. All showed solid potential
in 1996.
Rookie pitchers include:
right-handers Anthony Pennix and
Philip Gwaltney, plus left-hander
Derrick Ellison.
Longwood will begin the
season without two seniors who
would likely have started at first
base and designated hitter. Kevin
Cox, who has hit 21 homers and
driven in % runs in two seasons,
will be out of action until midMarch after hernia surgery in late
January. Another senior, Rick
Gastley elected to pass up his
final season to concentrate on
academics. A .357 career hitter
with 32 doubles, Gastley could
well have been the starting DH.
see Baseball, page 10

Lancer Cagers Head
Into Home Stretch
Three games tefi in CVAC Seasm
T" Reading into the
§ § final week of the
A. X. regular season,
the Longwood men's basketball
team has three Carolinas-Virginia
Athletic Conference games on tap,
one at home and two on the road.
After hosting Erskine Monday
night, the Lancers play at Belmont
Abbey Wednesday at 7:00 and
visit High Point Saturday for a
7:30 start.
The Wednesday contest
will be broadcast locally on
WFLO-FM, 95.7 with the pregame show to begin at 6:45.
Longwood, 9-14 overall
and 5-12 in the CVAC, played
hard but dropped a 79-68 decision
to Queens Saturday in Lancer
Hall. Earlier in the week, the
Lancers fell at Mount Olive 9279 (Monday) and at Pfeiffer 7364 (Thursday).
Next week (Feb. 24-March
OtheCVACMen'sandWomen's

Basketball Tournament will be
played at High Point.
First round match-ups and
times will be announced this
weekend.
Lancer Leaders
Jason Outlaw (12 ppg.) and
Vince Walden (11.4), a pair of
junior guards, are the leading
scorers on the Lancer team.
Outlaw also leads in field goal
percentage (.541), blocks (23) and
steals (49). He ranks second in
free throw percentage (.773),
assists (60) and rebounds (114,
5.0 per game).
Walden has scored 156
points in his last 11 games for an
average of 14.2 ppg. over that
stretch. He is the team leader in 3point field goals (32-71, 45.1
percent).
Freshman Isaac Lartey (9.5
ppg.), sophomore Chris Williams
see Lancer Cagers, page 10

